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TR ANSFORMING INSTITUTIONS BY GENDERING CONTENTS
AND GAINING EQUALIT Y IN RESEARCH
GA No. 611034

THE FINAL CONFERENCE
OF THE “TRIGGER TRansforming Institutions
by Gendering contents
and Gaining Equality
in Research” PROJECT

#TriggeringGenderInScience

U

nder the TRIGGER Project a Final
Conference has been held in Brussels
on November 28-29, 2017, titled
“#TriggeringGenderInScience”.
The aim of the event was to present the final
achievements of the TRIGGER action plans and
the final guidelines of the project and to open a
public debate on new policies and instruments to
promote structural change processes to achieve
gender equality in science involving relevant and
different stakeholders.
To this end, the Final Conference was organised
with a view to allow an intense dialogue on these

issues involving, not only the TRIGGER consortium
members, but also representatives of the other
EU-funded structural change projects, European
and international experts, EC DG Research and
Innovation officers, and representatives of EIGE.
of the Consortium which has been organizing
the Mutual Learning Programme (MLP) on
gender equality, which aims at reinforcing mutual
learning among the EU Member States. Within
this context, IRS has organized several events
(good practice exchange seminars) on different
gender issues over the last years.

Opening session and Main
outcomes from the Action
Plans
The Final Conference started
on November 28th and was
introduced by an opening
session with speeches by
representatives
from
the
European Commission and the
Trigger project coordinator.
Mrs. Ana Arana Antelo, Head
of Unit B7 “Science with and
for society”, DG Research
and innovation European
Commission,
opened
the
conference.
She reminded
that even though Gender
Equality is a principle of
European Union since its
beginning, only very recently
it become a critical issue for
the entire society. She added
that in 2015 the Council of the
European Union presented a
very detailed conclusion with
many recommendations on
Gender Equality addressed
to Member State. Projects
like
TRIGGER
contribute
to reach the established
goals. In addition to direct
consequences of the projects,
there are the effects that a “best
practice” produces, becoming
model and inspiration for
others and starting a bottomup improvement.
Mr. Michele Palma, General
Director of the Department
for Equal Opportunities Presidency of the Council of
Ministers, Italy, as coordinator
of TRIGGER project, briefly
introduced the Department
and its most recent initiatives.
His speech continued with
a description of the context
in
which
the
TRIGGER
project moved in, introducing
the
problem
of
gender
stereotypes. In this framework,

the
TRIGGER
project started
in
January
2014 under the
coordination
of the Italian
Department for
Equal Opportunities and
assisted by ASDO, a research
centre specialised in gender
and science. The project’s
partners are the University
of Pisa (Italy), the Institute
of Chemical Technology of
Prague (VSCHT) together
with Institute of Sociology of
the Academy of Sciences of
the Czech Republic (CZ), the
Birkbeck College – University of
London (UK), the Paris-Diderot

Foundation (NSF),
USA held a keynote
speech on emerging practices
in gender equality and gender
in science. In her presentation,
she started with the lessons
learned from these kind of
practices/programmes. Firstly,
the main obstacle to overcome
is in the human nature and
human behaviour. Secondly,

PROJECTS LIKE TRIGGER
CONTRIBUTE TO REACH THE
ESTABLISHED GOALS
University (France) and the
Technical University of Madrid
(Spain) which implemented
Action Plans on three strategic
areas: 1) Working environment,
formal/informal culture and
explicit/tacit rules; 2) Content
and methods of scientific
research to acknowledge its
gender dimension and impact;
3) Scientific leadership at
different levels.
Mr.Stefan Fuchs, member of
TRIGGER International board
of scientific advisors, was the
moderator of the conference’s
first session aimed at sharing
highlights from the five
TRIGGER
action
plans
and Ms. Alice Hogan, an
independent higher education
consultant and inaugural
program director of the
ADV ANCE Program
of the National
Science
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these processes have to start
from some consideration (e.g.,
who does it? How do you
engage partners? How do you
get credibility? What do you
do?) and from the awareness
that every similar problem in
different structures could be
a little different. Finally, one of
the main challenges is to get
credibility in the organisations
despite of not holding a
leadership
position.
The
combination of these tasks
could produce positive social
outcomes but, as statistic
surveys show, they could take
a very long time to be evident.

The presentation of the
TRIGGER Action Plans
INES NOVELLA – Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid, (UPM).
She presented her university
saying that, before TRIGGER
actions, people involved in
UPM (as students, researchers
or teachers) did not know at all
gender-related issues, and the
existing connections between
gender equality and science and
technology research. The project
has started in this frame four
years ago. She also presented
the Equality Unit (created after
the Equality national law) and
the four pilot schools that took
part in TRIGGER: School of
Architecture, School of Building
Engineering, School of Industrial
Engineering and School of
computer systems engineering.
UPM changed internal actions
into external representations of
UPM’s excellences. This process
moved through four paths:
1) visibility, 2) publications, 3)
networking, 4) teaching and
training.
SOPHIE LHENRY and
RACHIDA LEMMAGHTI –
Université Paris Diderot, (UPD).
Ms. Lhenry illustrated the first
point about how to understand
field’s reality. She sustained that
collecting data is the bottom
of the process to convince
people about the necessity
of adopting action plans. In
TRIGGER
framework
they
also carried on a quantitative
study on Work Life Balance
in three UPD departments,
that shown the presence of
many inequalities. These data’s
collections helped to implement
the annual Social Report of the
University with many gender
indicators.
Ms.
Lemmaghti
presented the second issue,
concerning tools to raise

awareness of staff and students.
The first training course on equal
opportunity and gender diversity
management was organised
in 2014 and received many
positive responses. She proudly
described the implementation
of compulsory gender equality
training for all first year
students. This training consists
on detailed studies of gender
issues concerning different
areas (e.g., education, work, and
politics), a deep introduction
about gender socialisation (e.g.,
toys, movies, advertisements
and children books) and a
presentation of gender policy
about sexual harassment. This
training received very positive
feedback every year and this
action was extended to master
and medicine
students. The third action was
the creation of a Gender Equality
referent. Every department was
asked to nominate one or two
people for this role.
COLETTE HENRY – Birkbeck
College, University of London
(BBK). Ms. Henry presented
the networking actions in the
TRIGGER project as example of
fundamental actions to achieve
project’s goals. They tried not
only to do networking but also
to teach women how to create
networks. In order to realise
that, they designed a series
of thematic events with some
specific features. The events
were semi-structured and gave
participants the opportunity of
making interactive discussions,
exchanging knowledge and
experiences and creating a
following
informal
network.
In total about three hundreds
participants
attended.
The
benefits of these events are
been observed by TRIGGER
team and analysed through the
surveys’ feedback. One of main
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results was the great exchange of
information and contacts among
participants. The results of survey
highlighted the satisfaction of
participants about the speakers,
the contents of the events and
the possibility to interact with the
discussion. They also appreciated
the opportunities of creating
new networks. Other important
feedbacks came from speakers’
perspective. Ms. Henry illustrated
in four points the principal aspects
of events that the speakers
evaluated. The first aspect was
the main barriers to networking
(e.g., time, timing, more male
dominated events and few
women as speakers, women who
spent time in building
knowledge while
men build

n e t w o r k s) .
The second aspect
was if and why this kind
of events has actually produced
benefits for women. One of the
key issues, was the opportunity
for women to meet other women
from similar discipline areas (e.g.,
meeting between junior and senior
academic members). The third one
is related to panellists’ perception
of providing benefits: the answers
were mostly positive, about 70%.
The speakers’ perception was
supported by positive responses
during discussions and Q&A
moments and by participants’
appreciation expressed afterwards.

The last aspect concerned
benefits that speakers perceived
for themselves.
ANNA MITTNEROVA, Vysoka
skola chemicko- technologicka
v Praze (VSCHT). She presented
the gender equality plan in the
Institute of Chemical Technology
in Prague. The Institute has a
focus only on chemical disciplines
and has not experience about
implementation of Gender
relevant actions. During the
project played an important role
the cooperation with the Institute
of Sociology of the Academy of
Sciences.
Actually, VSCHT counts more
female than male students.
Despite this evidence, a deepen
analysis on statistical surveys
reveals a gap between men
and women for position
hold in the Academic
context. There are more
female students than
male, but observing
the other positions (e.g.,
Specialist,
Lectures,
Researchers),
the
number of women
decreases. In fact, she
highlighted that only
10% of professors are
women.
In order to fix this situation, as
she reminded, it is fundamental
an efficient communication
strategy. They published two
books of interviews, realised
in cooperation with partners.
Moreover, they organised an
initiative to remember the history
of the first female student of the
university, Julie Hamackova, and
her brilliant career. In order to
disseminate her example, they
also have instituted a dedicated
Award since 2015.
Another action of the project
concerns the support of women
in leadership position: as the
surveys shown, there is a wide

underrepresentation of female
actors in both managerial
and academic position. In this
framework,
Ms.
Mittnerova
illustrated the steps carried on:
mapping the internal situations,
finding where the gap belong
to (in this case, few women
have requested titles and
experiences), organising ad hoc
training to who aspires for high
positions. These trainings have
been accurately structured on
women’s needs. Results shown
were positive and the training will
continue after the project’s
end.

RITA BIANCHERI and SILVIA
CERVIA – University of Pisa
(UNIPI). They illustrate the
strategy through which the
core issue of the project
was
disseminated
among
stakeholders. At the beginning,
they used the key concepts
highlighted in Horizon 2020
to promote the purposes of
TRIGGER project. By organizing
seminars and meetings, they
were able to share gender
contents and methods with
participants.
The
strategy
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collected positive results, shown
by the many multidisciplinary
teamwork carried on at UNIPI.
The teamwork were two for
engineering, two for medicine,
one for biology and chemistry,
and one that crossed over many
disciplines about “gender safety
at work”. For these teamwork,
the TRIGGER project offered
different kind of support, often
in the form of multidisciplinary
research and exchanges.
A
crucial problem was
the introduction
of structural
change
into
the

institutions.
In order to
fix it, the project
leader Ms. Biancheri
organised meetings to share
at national and international
level the project’s needs.
Moreover,
her
support
helped to introduce necessary
innovations for gendering
contents
and
modifying
institution’s structures. Another
important outcome was the
introduction, on 12 December
2016, of educational activity on
gender medicine into a singlecycle degree in medicine and
surgery in all Italian university,
to be implemented during
current year (2017-2018). Then,

Ms. Cervia underlined how
this strategy benefited and
supported the development of
female careers.
The conference continued
with a speech on “Steering
institutional change: hindering
and triggering factors”. The
intervention was carried out by
Ms. Minna Salminen-Karlsson
from Uppsala University. She
had experience in coordinating
project (FESTA) and in handling
gender issues for her position in
Human Resources department.
The first step is about what a
process is. She underlined that a
linear process is not the correct
definition for what happens
when you try to implement
gender contents. Gender action
plans have not safe paths and
well-defined results, however
those carrying out them on
are strongly determined to
achieve goals. The second
step is about engaging
people in plan.
After planning the process
and demonstrating with data
and documents the situation,
engaging people remains
hard. Most of them do not
perceive gender equality
issues as their concern. In
order to convince them, it is
useful the support from genderminded people, or having
requirements from outside
and media attention. Finally,
opinions coming from outside
can also help to increase the
internal attention of institution
about the theme. Once you find
stakeholder to support you at
the beginning of the plan, you
still need to trigger along the way
to achieve results. Every project
has to start and carry on some
initiatives. In order to do this, it
is fundamental to give people
the meeting opportunities,
and to use a well-designed
communication strategy.

Another tool is the infiltration of
gender equality information in
ordinary processes. This chain
of gender-oriented actions
creates a positive spiral in which
one action leads to another. The
last tool she mentioned is the
example of other best practices
that have functioned: it would
be useful to show to people
involved in our project that
somewhere else a similar project
has produced fine results.
Then, Ms. Salminen-Karlsson
highlighted the obstacles that
characterise an action plan.
Firstly, the lack of time and the
lack of resources. Secondly,
the resistance, both open and
sordid, that can bring conflicts.
Lastly, the precarious position
of involved actors or the poor
legitimacy that can affect the
people who are carrying on
the actions. She concluded
mentioning three tools that can
be both good and bad. The
first one, a kind of leadership
or high administration that can
change fast in both supporting
and opposing cases. Second,
the routines that can make
changes very hard but also
help to stabilise them. Third,
the resistance is an obstacle
but also an indicator of your
doing something. Despite of
obstacles, as she concluded, it
is necessary to continue to work
hard in order to achieve more
gender equality in every field.
Then, the floor was given again
to the suggestions coming from
the experience of the TRIGGER
Action Plans with regard to
institutional changes.
INES NOVELLA – Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid, (UPM).
The main achievement in her
opinion was the creation of first
equality plan of the university.
She presented the structure
that will last after TRIGGER
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end: it consists of the Gender
Equality plan, the UNESCO
chair, the mentoring programs
and the new master programs
with a focus on gender issue.
Through three strategies, the
sustainability of gender equality
policies will carry on after
TRIGGER. The first strategy
is transforming UPM into a
women-friendly environment
and it is made up by three
task: 1) promoting changes
in organization’s cultures and
behaviours; 2) Promoting worklife balance; 3) Supporting early
stage career development. She
concluded her presentation with
lessons learned: 1) composition
of the team to include different
profiles, like gender experts and
experts of institutions; 2) having
statistical data and producing
good graphic representation; 3)
attention given to dissemination
and visibility, both internal and
external; 4) top level support;
5) using a scientific or technical
language.
SOPHIE LHENRY and RACHIDA
LEMMAGHTI – Université Paris
Diderot, (UPD). They presented
the context and some kind
of resistance that they met
in carrying on TRIGGER
action plan. The first one that
they mentioned is the toplevel resistance, because the
governance often believes that
gender is not a priority. In order
to put gender into the agenda
of central council, they found
some solutions and strategies
like using data to show that
gender equality is always a
relevant priority. The second
kind of resistance concerns
the
administrative
staff,
which is too busy to dedicate
time at gender issues. The
participation of administrative
staff is fundamental to support
and integrate plan, so the

project’s team had to involve
them. The strategy to face with
this kind of resistance consist
of explanation of contents,
reasons and methods of the
project.
Sometimes
they
helped the offices with their
work and sometimes they
made compulsory trainings or
meeting to involve everyone.
Thanks to these strategies,
a part of their actions is now
sustainable with the support of
the administrative staff.
The third resistance’s group
was the groups of researchers.
To involve them they started
to collect financial support
for research events and they
offered them the opportunity
to participate at project’s
conferences and meetings. They
also create a reading committee
in order to obtain researchers’
legitimacy. The final problem
was facing with students
resistance. The students are
divided in “no-more-genderplease” group and “you-are-notdoing-enough” group. In order
to convince and involve them,
TRIGGER team used training,
debates and awareness actions.

“THIS PROJECT MADE ME
SEE THESE ISSUES THROUGH
DIFFERENT EYES”
HELEN LAWTON SMITH –
Birkbeck College, University
of
London
(BBK).
She
presented Birkbeck’s actions
to address institutional change.
The first action is about
observing
discriminatory
cultures and behaviours. In
order to understand people’s
perspectives
and
beliefs,
the strategy has provided to
engage people from academic
and administrative staff through
interviews and dialogues. The
connection with TRIGGER
project was fundamental in
Birkbeck’s context, because the
internal resistance was been
very complicated. Indeed, in
order to legitimate actions and
strategy, the external link with
project and its support were
been necessary. Some actions
also focused on gender and
leadership issues, with a threearea strategy addressed to
junior career, aspiring professors
and experienced professors.
Then, they mentioned positive
outcomes and sustainability
characterising Gender equality
PhD programs. One of the main
goals has certainly been
the collaborative
relation
established
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with Birkbeck Institute of
Gender Study, planned for 20172018.
MARCELA LINKOVA, Institute
of Sociology of the Academy
of Sciences (ISAS), CZ. In
the analysis of the processes
carried on for implementing
Gender Equality Plan, Ms.
Linkova
underlined
that,
unlike other cases, she and
Ms. Mitternova represent two
different institutions working
together. They are both public
institutions, but the differences
concern the core disciplines. In
one hand there is an Institute of
sociology, with gender studies
and gender expert; in the other
hand there is a chemical and
technological university, not
gender-oriented in its research’s
fields. The first obstacles lied
in negotiating a common
language to understand each
other and establishing a starting
point. The definition itself of
what “Gender” mean has had
to be negotiated, because it
was a new issue for
VSCHT. Then,

she defined as
starting point the
inter-disciplinary
encounter.
The critical issues
concerned first the
perceived hierarchy
of disciplines (social
sciences
and
natural sciences),
then the requirements
of reproducibility and
representability of results of
focus groups. Moreover, the
main obstacles was certainly
located in the lack of knowledge
about gender issues.
She mentioned key points
about lessons learnt, starting
with “engage men on board”.
The second point is about
sustainability, a known and
shared issue in every programs.
The actions carried on had to
be sustainable to the other
institution’s goals. Another
tool is using evaluation as an
argument to make actions
worthy to be continued.
At the end of this four-year
program, one of main goals was
to change people’s mind. This
result was well- represented
by the Rector’s phrase: “This
project made me see these
issues through different eyes”.
RITA BIANCHERI and SILVIA
CERVIA – University of Pisa
(UNIPI). Ms. Cervia explained
that one of first obstacle was
been settled in the composition
of the TRIGGER team. Indeed,
they were a social scientists’
team, having to work with
engineering
and
medicine
departments. At the beginning
they have had to face with
legitimacy’s acquisition. At the
second point, they have had to
gain reliability by governance of
university. About the strategy,
Ms. Cervia focused on gendering
of conte nt s and methods as

a targeted communication
campaign, having a more
common style for imagine and
branding of TRIGGER project.
Conclusions

fundamental
effort
to
gain
reliability. In a final analysis, this
action was also strategic for
team building and for involving
men and women that support
the project for all its duration.
The role and the age of actors
involved are, in their experience,
secondary factors. The key
point is the sincere interest that
people put in the issues. This
interest had to be supported
and accompanied by the
core team. It was also crucial
to create a multidisciplinary
approach, in which sociologists
put their gender-knowledge into
researchers’ activities. At the
beginning of the project, they
had to face with a not interested
governance.
This
situation
forced them to keep contacts
only with those seemed to be
interested in gender issues. The
strategy proved to be decisive
because in 2016 one of their
previous
stakeholders
has
become the new president of
the committee. Because of this
connection, they could make
significant changes and their
sustainability plan is now strictly
linked to Actions Plan that the
committee has just approved.
Talking about problems, she
emphasised the double-face
consequences of visibility’s
strategy and the timelines of
their actions. To fix some of
these critical issues they planned
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Mr. Ovidiu Dumitrescu, Project
Officer of the European
Commission, concluded the first
day of conference. TRIGGER
looks like an impressive project,
he said, and he consequently
thanked the Italian Department
for Equal Opportunities for the
great work done. The task of
including gender in careers and
in curricula is not an easy task, as
participants illustrated. There are
resistances and obstacles, but
from Commission’s perspective
it is a crucial step in changing
research institutions. Since 2007,
the European Commission has
started to focus on genderrelevant issues in sciences,
researches and in careers. This
path certainly requires a long
time to show concrete results,
but projects like TRIGGER play
a crucial role in making research
context and universities more
gender aware He defined
TRIGGER’s achievements as “the
ground for future buildings”.
At the end of this session, a poster
presentation has been organised
with the aim of illustrate all the
actions set out in the 5 Action Plans
to all the attendees. Following
the poster presentation, a brief
intervention made by Ms Eugenia
Gammarrota of the Department
for Equal Opportunities and
Ms Chiara Stringari, a young
researcher of the Laboratory
for optics and biosciences of
the Ecole Polytechnique, ParisSaclay, CNRS has been delivered.
In particular, Ms Stringari
presented his own personal
experience as women researcher
in a male dominated sector.

Lesson learned from the
TRIGGER project and future
perspective of the European
Strategies to promote
institutional change
The second day of the
conference was focused on
lessons learned from the
TRIGGER project and future
perspectives of the European
strategies
to
promote
institutional change.
Maria Joao Marcelo Curto
(member of the TRIGGER
international board of scientific
advisors and senior research
at LNEG- National laboratory
of Energy and Geology and
founded member of AMONETPortuguese Association of
Women Scientists), as moderator
of the session introduced the
daily agenda and presented the
speakers of the session.
SUZANNE DE CHEVEIGNÉ
– CNRS (FR), member of
Horizon 2020 Advisory Group
on Gender. She started with
a brief reminder of what the
Commission has done, during
past years, in gender and
science issues. The EU played
a crucial role to push the
member states to a general
equality between women
and men, and additionally in
science and research’s fields.
To this specific concern, in
1999 was created the first
Women&Science
unit
in
DG Research. This unit has
published during the years
many relevant publications
(e.g.,
Shefigures),
with
quantitative
data
and
statistics. About the actions
that European Commission
carried out she mentioned the
FP6 (Framework Program 6),
concerned in fixing women
critical issues and developed

from 2000 to 2006, and FP7
(Framework
Program
7),
related to fix the institutions.
H2020
(Horizon
2020)
brought the aspect of fixing
research, introducing gender
dimension in it. The Policy
objectives under Horizon
2020
are
three:
equal
opportunities and genderbalance in research team,
gender-balance in decisionmaking and integration of
gender dimension in research
and innovation contexts.
Ms. De Cheveigné affirms that
the situation is slowly moving
ahead and, referring to the

THE EU
PLAYED A
CRUCIAL
ROLE TO
PUSH THE
MEMBER
STATES TO
A GENERAL
EQUALITY
BETWEEN
WOMEN
AND MEN
last SheFigures data, stresses
the fact that the 41% people
involved in Higher Education
are women. In EU decisionmaking field, there were 36,3%
of women in experts groups
and 52% in advisory groups
(0,2 points more than target
set). It demonstrate that
through a strong political will
every situation could be fixed.
Talking about integrating
gender contents in research,
recent
H2020
evaluation
shows that the issue is
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less understood or shared.
Therefore, she summarises
some lessons learnt from
TRIGGER’s experience and
from guidelines. First, she
found extremely useful that
the
guidelines
explained
not only what but also how
to do something, giving to
readers tools to handle reallife situation. Second, she
noticed that in first session
the presentations focused
on institutions in general,
with their critical issues and
structural
obstacles,
not
only viewed through lens
of gender. The third point
concerns the deep diversity
of every national and local
contest, which TRIGGER’s
teams had to face with.
She also highlighted the
importance
of
using
a
scientific
language
and
methods to interact with
science and research contexts.
Moreover, integrating gender
in research contents become
a powerful tool not only to
pursue gender-equality in this
field but also to put gender
issue into scientific debate.
Another crucial lesson learnt
from TRIGGER’s experiences
is the importance of getting
external support in order to
fix an institution. The practical
issue she appreciated more is
the importance of qualitative
dimension given to data.
This tool helps people to
understand what statistics
are saying and it makes
easier analysing reality. The
collective dimension is also
very useful in the guidelines
to prevent actors from
attributing
each
genderrelated topic to an individual
culture or behavior.

GIOVANNA DECLICH
(ASDO, IT)
Ms. Declich introduces one
of the outputs of TRIGGER
project: the final guidelines.
Through the cooperation
between partners and the
respective implementations
of Action Plan, the project
produced these guidelines
in order to share lessons
learnt
and
experiences.
During the eight- years of
the project, every team
designed one or more
“how-to” tools, developed
also in collaboration with
other European Projects as
EGERA, FESTA, GARCIA,
GenderTime,
GenisLab,
GENOV A TE, INTEGER and
STAGES. The sources of final
guidelines come from mutual
learning among participants
and stakeholders, and from
accompanying
research,
consisting
in
monitoring,
evaluation
and
technical
assistance to the projects.
The combination of these
approaches
is
been
summarised in a cluster
of processes and became
the core point of the final
guidelines.
Structural change is a policy
that aims to start a kind of
social change. It needs to
be supported by a range of
actions – not only top-down
actions – linearly planned in
the original action plans. The

gap between reality and plans
make the change processes
proceed slowly and in a not
linear way. The purpose of
these guidelines is to illustrate
to those are interested
what really happens when
someone plans to influence
and change reality. In order
to transforming institutions,
it is important not to confuse
the field of actors with the
field of organisation. The first
one is related to relational and
emotional issues characterising
an institution, while the second
one concerns formal and
informal rules and procedures.
In the guidelines, four different
aspects
of
change
are
individuate to handle both these
areas: Interpretive (perception
of
inequalities),
Symbolic
(space of gender differences in
communication, language, image
of science, visibility of women
researchers), Normative (formal
and informal arrangements
related to the functioning of the
organisation) and Operational
(mechanism allowing the actual
implementation of change).
TRIGGER’s approach is not
perspective but experiential,
and its aim is to transform
the action plan in a real
structural change process,
able to evolve autonomously.
The strategy pass through
the analysis of cases and the
collection of 57 stories and
19 good practices. In those
cases, they highlighted not
only the actions but also the
dynamics that drive change.
Within this analysis, they
found
four
components
always present in the change
processes: transformational
agents,
activation
and
mobilisation,
making
an
impact and sustainability.
Each component became
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the core object of a part
of guidelines. Then, she
illustrates the structure of
guidelines and introduces the
key issues of each component.
Download the guidelines at :
www.triggerproject.eu
ANNALISA MURGIA
(GARCIA project coordinator
University of Leeds, UK)
According to Ms. Murgia it is
very interesting to read again
her project (GARCIA project)
through the eyes of TRIGGER’
guidelines. Indeed GARCIA
is one of the “sister projects”
that collaborated in writing
TRIGGER’S guidelines. GARCIA
project concerns precariousness
in careers in STEM and SSH
disciplines. It is focused on early
careers and involves seven
European countries, universities
and research centres.
She presents the Gender
Action Plan implemented at the
University of Trento, included
also in TRIGGER guidelines.
This GAP has been
implemented in

Department
of information
Engineering and Computer
Sciences (as STEM disciplines)
and in the Department of
Sociology and Social Research.

Ms. Murgia highlighted for
this Action Plan each of four
components composing the
guidelines’ framework. About
transformational agent, the first
step concerned the “accessing
expertise”, how they have
built their team. She explains
that they have tried to
involve colleagues from each
department of the project,
because it is crucial to have an
internal support in the area of
interest. They also have had
very good relationships with
administrative staff and the
presence of team’s members
in key organisational roles. In
their experience, it has also
been fundamental to create
a direct dialogue with the
involved actors. This strategy
has permitted them to gain
support during the project’s
phases, as data collection.
The second step was about
“Reputation Building”. It passed
through involving recognised
experts in team and starting
the change processes from
internal practices (e.g., giving
more visibility to the early
researchers in the team). On
the other hand, she highlighted
that not always more external
visibility can change power
dynamics and opinions inside
the department that you are
working in.
For the second component of
the guidelines, activation and
mobilisation, she introduces
the idea that involving men

is certainly important but it
is not enough. The issue, in
fact, concerns organisational
culture and behavior. Moreover,
the sex and gender intersect
in GARCIA’s perspective with
many other factors, as work
position and role. Therefore, the
strategy they used provided to
involve both men and women
not to recreate cultural
stereotypes, as scientific
legitimacy of men. They also
involved external well-known
scholars in their conference
and events, to attract many
people. In addition, they used
different
communication
channels to involve not only
academic actors but also
citizens (e.g., they organised a
film festival and a researchers’
night).
The third component is making
an impact. The approach used
in this frame was a participatory
approach. Through this
strategy, the GARCIA team
could really identifying the
needs of people on project’s
target. Using both qualitative
and quantitative tools, they
individuated principal issues
that affected the early careers:
insecurity, lack of visibility,
absence of career plan.
About the last component,
sustainability, she mentions
the GARCIA website and the
web portal created for PhD
students and postdocs. In the
framework of including gender
in service provisions, they
also achieved the integration

IT IS VERY INTERESTING
TO READ AGAIN THE
GARCIA PROJECT THROUGH
THE EYES OF TRIGGER’S
GUIDELINES
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of some GARCIA’s actions in
the Plan of Positive Action for
Equal Opportunities 2017-2019
(e.g., an administrative office
dedicated to postdocs, training
activities for early careers
researchers, Family Audit and
an implementation of gender
budgeting.

DANIELA FALCINELLI
(STAGES project partner
University of Milan, IT)
Ms. Falcinelli started describing
her ten-year experience in the
field of European project on
gender. As Ms. Hogan said in
the first day of conference,
this kind of work requires
long time to show results.
Moreover, it could also happen
that you have to start again
with your processes, data
collections or governance
relationships. The dynamics
into the group of research or
team are complicated too.
The first aspect she highlights
about these projects is that for
young researchers are both
an important opportunity to
grow up and a risk. Many PhD
students or temporary staff
who are involved in projects
as TRIGGER or STAGES and
implementing Gender Actions
Plans often have no time for
publishing for years.
The sustainability path of
Ms. Falcinelli’s Institution has
started in 2011. Now they have
already achieved many goals,
like percentage of female
professors above Italy’s average
and introduction of quotas
in governance board. In their

experience,
scientists
have been more
involved and available
than
sociologists.
This
happened because it was
easier to obtain legitimacy for
scientists who had no previous
knowledge on gender-related
themes.
Then, she introduced the issue
of the step forward. In her
opinion, a generational and
class approach, in addition to a
gender approach, is needed. In
our country, there is a lack of
diversity and effective policy,
and it will be crucial to fix it.
In conclusion, the Sustainability
Plan that they wrote when they
all were in precarious position
was at its beginning an
unknown bet. At this point, she
can affirm that they had been
producing something good,
with positive goals.
UDUAK ARCHIBONG
(GENOVATE project coordinator
University of Bradford, UK)
Ms. Archibong started with her
appreciation of the TRIGGER’s
final guidelines, which are
very representative and
comprehensive of every project
partners’ principles. The GENOV
A TE project, part of FP7 European
strategy ended in June 2017 and
counted seven partners from
different countries. This project
developed the implementation of
Gender Action Plan in six different
institutions with a contextualised
approach. Its core feature is the

i nte r a c ti o n
of three different
components:
the
individual factors, the institutional
cultures and the organisational
structures.
Ms.
Archibong
individuates
six factors for successful and
sustainable gender equality. The
first one is the commitment,
linked to organisational
objectives, to raise individual
and common competence. The
second one concerns the climate,
connected with structures need
to be change. Then, there is
the collaboration between
different actors and networks,
because gender equality issues
intersect with many other forms
of equality. The fourth factor is the
confirmation and the evidence of
results achieved. In conclusion,
there are communication,
gender-sensitive and not
boundaries constricted, and the
continuous improvements,
related to sustainability and
mainstreaming of the actions.
Another issue she highlights is
the importance of understanding
intersectionality of groups, in
particular of the excluded and
weakest ones. This is an issue that
affects both men and women.
In addition she presents some
actions in order to institutionalise
gender equality work. These
strategies are: clarifying the
context, taking a strategical
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approach,
communicating
expertise, distilling
complexity into simplicity,
managing dissonance, being
constantly aware of readliness,
do not replicating dysfunctions
and delivering value. Identifying
risks and pitfalls is also crucial for
being aware in contrasting them.
Finally, she individuates how
to keep gender equality work
relevant. In her experience a
periodic reflection on people
“lived experiences” is crucial.
Sharing
challenges
and
best practices also plays an
important role. In conclusion, it is
fundamental to develop a system
to help and support organisation,
changing organisation language
and integrating diversity at
every levels. She concludes her
presentation with four significant
words that sum up the key
steps of implementation of
gender actions: significance,
appreciation, value and
inclusion.
Future perspectives of
the European strategy
to promote institutional
change towards gender
equality – Round table
Ms. Isabelle Vernos.
She introduced herself as a
scientist but not a gender
expert. However, she has
been interested in the gender

question
since she has joined a ERC
working group on gender
balance in science and
research in 2013. Based on
her experience, the rate of
women participation in ERC
calls is very low and this has
a great impact on developing
challenging projects and on
reputation. ERC is also very
concerned that evaluation of
these calls is not biased by
gender. We discussed this a
lot in the working group but
this is not an easy task. We
see now an improvement, but
these things are fluctuating
while we would need to
consolidate them through
structural changes.
After analysing the situation,
she came to the conclusion
that we need to ask ourselves
about what could be done
and be aware that changes
need time. She underlined
that even if there were some
results they were not enough
to ensure gender balance.
However, gender balance
has been an important issue
for European Union since its
foundation. It is possible to
make concrete changes by
asking ourselves which are
the problems and the
resistances, and by
fixing them through
structural programs. In
order to achieve good
results, it is necessary
to wait and to work
on these programs

sustainability.
She presented then the
structure of the round
table, an occasion for
participants to share
and
exchange the essence of
their experiences and the
strategies used to ensure
structural change. The round
table was structured along
two key questions. Every
participant
will
present
himself, then they will answer
to the questions.
1 ) W h a t a r e , i n yo u r
experience, the most
successful elements and the
critical points in structural
change policy? Then, reflect
on whether the efforts for
gender equality in science
benefit
of
concurrent
research policies.
Barbara Limanowska, EIGE,
is EIGE senior gendermainstreaming expert. EIGE’s
role is to offer technical
suppor t
to
European
institutions and government
to member states so my
approach is rather from
technical methods and tools
issue rather than research
and changing the research
area. She stresses that she
would like to change all the
policy scenario using the
gender mainstreaming as
main tool. So being asked
about
structural
change
policy, the
m os t
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important are the gender
equality policies not just
related to the research field,
but rather to the field of
values
and
commitment
to gender equality in EU in
more general terms. What
has been done in the field
of research shows that if
this commitment is taken
seriously, there might be
great results. She thinks,
indeed that the field of
research is one of the main
advanced and we would like
to see this in more policy
fields.
Claudine Hermann, EPWS,
is a physician professor and
she has been involved in
women and science issue
since twenty-five years. She
is the president of European
platform of Women Scientist
(EPWS), an international
no-profit organisation that
represents the interests of
many women working in the
field of science and research
in Europe and beyond. Its aim
is to create a network and to
interact with policy makers,
handling political sphere
within
scientific
sphere.
Many of its members have
been involved in structural
changes projects.
She answers to the first
question saying that among
the most successful elements
it is possible to mention
the presentation of results
coming from projects like
TRIGGER. This presentation
indeed lead to institutions
awareness raising. At the
same time, among difficulties,
it has to be mentioned the
insufficient dissemination of
results. A strategy would be
to improve the dissemination
involving
national
and

international stakeholders as
multipliers.
She reminds that Gender
Action Plans have just
started in some countries,
while they are compulsory
in others since many years.
However, also in these cases,
institutional changes need
to be monitored over time.
In conclusion, to improve
progresses it is necessary
to involve more scientists,
both women and men, and
stakeholders; and the gender
equality
measures
need
to be more expressed
and
disseminated
also to contrast
resistances.
Concerning
resea rch
policies, even
if
gender
equality
is
included
it
is
should
be
more
explicitly
mentioned
otherwise it risks
to be forgotten or
not really implemented.
Anke Lipinsky, he is a researcher
on gender equality policies
in science and she works
for centre of excellence
on women and science, in
Germany. She has been
involved in several structural
change projects.
She reflects on successful
elements
in
structural
changes
policies,
and
she
individuates
three
fundamental
levels
of
strategies. The first one is
to find mechanisms that
directly increase benefits
of people involved in the
institutions. This is necessary

for
presenting
tangible
results. The second one
is about redefining how
institution works. The third
one is to effectively organise
gender equality work.
She also mentioned the
importance of create network
and mutual learning between
different communities engaged
in different fields of policymaking. In the conclusion she
highlighted as critical point
the lack of recognition that
gender equality actions suffer.
These should be appreciated
more and considered
as obstacles for
researchers
careers.

Maxime Forest,
EGERA project, is a
senior lecture and associate
professor of Sciences Po, and
coordinates EGERA project.
He has been involved in
Gender Equality Plan for a
long time. In addition, he is a
member of advisory board
on gender equality at national
level in France.
The three successful elements
of the structural changes
policies that he individuates
are comprehensiveness,
cumulativeness and a clear
focus on gendering research.
The critical points are the lack
of gender knowledge and
the necessity of engaging
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more students into institutions
to participate at the works.
Changes could be completed
and monitored only if they
concern
every
level
of
institutions, from professors to
students. Another point is the
necessity to reinforce political
dimension. The Gender Action
Plans do not use only research’s
tools (collecting data and
analyse them) but also political
methods, as convincing people
and building accountability. In
order to ensure changes it is
also fundamental to increase
visibility of problems before, and
then of actions to solve them.
In conclusion, he disapproves
the lack of interaction and the
lack of understanding present
among different policies’ fields.
Silvana Badaloni, Gendertime
is an associate professor at the
department of engineering
of the University of Padua.
From 2013 to 2017, she worked
as scientific coordinator of a
university’s unit, creating a
partnership with GENDERTIME
project. Project’s partners had
to implement different gender
action plans in their institutions,
and the key word of this work
is mutual learning, because
of the deep differences that
were characterising involved
institutions.
From her experience, she
mentioned the lessons learnt
about successful elements.
The first point is to
connect the
individual

gender action plan to an
European project, to obtain
legitimacy and support. The
second key element is the
individuation of transfer agents,
people that connect the
project’s team with different
levels of organisation. They had
to transfer project’s issues to
external people.
A tool they used in GENDERTIME
was the development of a
gender equality index, based
on seven indicators, to measure
the implementation of gender
actions and its results on data.
It has been useful in monitoring
the situation and the changes.
The critical points concern
various forms of opposition
against project’s agenda,
caused by the modification of
research’s world. She noticed,
in fact, a lack of creativity and a
deep precariousness that made
people hostile to the proposals.
Barbara Leda Kenny, GenisLab
She works at the Fondazione
Brodolini, in Italy. She started
her career in FP6, and now
she is a project coordinator of
GenisLab. From her experience,
there are four main points to
carry out a gender action’s
implementation. The first one
is to create a baseline to have a
clear picture on where we are
starting from. This is possible
through collecting opinions
and data from institutions.
The second one is involving
people with gender-specific
skills and competence. Often,
when working on structural
changes, we rely a lot on
gender
sensitiveness,
but
gender equality plans require
skills to be build up and not
a general engagement to
gender equality. Third, it
is fundamental having the

support of high
institution’s level,
to
implement
actions and to
be an example
for the whole
institution. Finally,
there should be the need
of a critical-mass supporting
actions. Until women do not
represent a critical mass, it will
be very difficult to implement
gender equality plans and
this means that structural
and cultural changes should
go hand by hand because to
change the gender dynamics
of an institutions we need to
change everything and not
to change some structural
elements, leaving all the rest as
it is.
2) How it is possible to continue
supporting the implementation
of gender action plans through
European funding schemes
but also beyond them? Which
are the more effective ways
to capitalise the experiences
accumulated and turn them in
actual policy’s orientation?
Barbara Limanowska
From her point of view, the
main issue is to have a broader
policy framework and not
only on structural changes in
research and scientific field.
What we would need is a
serious commitments to gender
equality by the Union and by
Member States to be able to
go more in deep. At this stage
she thinks we are still waiting
for the future commitments and
we will see how these will be
developed.
The second issue she stressed is
related to the interconnections
of different areas related to
gender. She presented the
result of the last EIGE gender
equality index calculation in the
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knowledge
domain.
In
recent years, the
progress are not so deep, while
in the area of work-life balance
there is even a decrease in time
domain which means that worklife balance is not going in the
direction of equality. This means
that there is the necessity to
address broader issues than
only institutional changes. With
this regard, she also presented
an EIGE study on the benefit
of implementation of gender
equality policies as they are
now in the European Union: it
shows that the gender equality
implementation has a strong
positive impact on GDP and by
2050 improving GDB more than
6%. We were looking not at the
cost of implementing gender
equality, but, on the contrary at
the cost of not implementing it.
Other studies she mentioned
were related to education and
gender equality. One was done
under the Bulgarian presidency
and was focussed on gender
equality in STEM. The results
are not public yet but showed
that while the gap is STEM is
closing (even if not completely,
but there are more women now
entering education relating to
STEM) there is a remaining issue
to access to the labour market
for people who have a STEM
education. This is more easy for
men than for women. Another
was done by IRS for EIGE and
we were looking to education
and gender equality in the
European Union. The study
showed two issues that are
well known that is segregation

and drop-out and early school
leaving, but that there are also
other less investigated issues
such as the lack of gender
equality training for teachers.
Only few countries have initial
training preparing teachers
on gender equality issues to
teach these issues but also to
promote a fair environment to
teach gender equality. And then
the last point she underlined
is related to budgets. EIGE
is working on how structural
funds to understand if and how
gender budgeting is or not
used. Indeed it is crucial to track
money and to understand how
much is spent and on what.
Claudine Hermann
She answered to the second
question, underlying that at
European level there is not only
the necessity to implement
gender equality plans, but also
to sanction the non-existence of
gender equality plans when they
should be in force. In addition,
the presence of it should be
clearly valued as a merit.
According to She Figures 2015
and the EIGE Gender Equality
Index of EIGE in European
different areas and countries
there are different needs and
perspectives. It is thus necessary
to encourage the share of these
views and experiences. In order
to share good practices, it is also
fundamental to build national
and international networks
with strong communication
skills. Experiences need to be
capitalised and disseminated.
She concluded highlighting the
importance of dissemination,
in order to enlarge the field
of implementation of gender
equality actions, from institution
to the whole society. For the
future support of these projects,
it is fundamental collect and

share more information about
how these actions work. In
order to implement these
plans, the intersection between
researchers and policy makers
needs more evidence about
the mechanisms that Gender
Equality Plans created. She also
reminds that there is still need of
funding and receiving resources
to implement these projects.
The final consideration concern
the necessity of more spill over:
as other speakers said, gender
equality plans have to influence
research field, economic field
and every other policy makers’
field.
Anke Lipinsky
Regarding the future support
to gender equality activities,
we need to capitalize what has
been achieved till now and how
mechanisms worked in order
to better understand where
we stand and what is still to be
done. Indeed EU and national
policy makers need more
evidence on the mechanisms
that are created by the gender
equality policies not only case
by case but also in a cumulative
quantitative way. This is a tricky
issue but it is really important
to policy makers. To spread
gender equality and make more
people interested we need to
enlarge participation to gender
equality project and to increase
funding for FP9. The last thing
is related to spill over effects in
different fields in order to make
a broader and faster move.
Maxime Forest
He starts saying that there is no
need to invent the wheel every
time and there are several steps
that can be taken just looking
to what has been already done
and implemented. For example
one simple practical thing to
be done would be to establish
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a community of practices built
on structural change projects.
Another suggestion would
be to set a standard of what
a gender equality plan is and
is not building on the past
experiences of those projects
already implemented. Some
standards have been already
drafted (for example the GEAR
standards) but should be more
disseminate over Europe and
beyond. Spill over effects are
also crucial and what has been
done in one policy sector should
be seen of inspiration for other
sectors as well.
Silvana Badaloni
She started stressing the
importance of sustainability.
When a project ends, there
is often an implicit tendency
to reduce the importance
of achieved results. This
tendency has to be defeated
by
reinforcing
project’s
sustainability. To this end, firstly
it is crucial to implement on a
formal basis a specific structure
aimed at collecting, analysing
and disseminating data and
implemented actions including
gender budgeting of these
actions. The second one is using
the sustainability of electronic
tools to ensure an easy access
to project’s information and
achievements. The last one is
linked to the interdisciplinary
composition of teamwork. This
is very stimulating because it
implies to find out a common
language
and
reinforce the
synergic

exchange of knowledge.
Therefore, the experiences
accumulated during these years
by the projects need to be
disseminated at national level (in
national language) to not starting
from scratch. These should be
done by national government
and institutions in charge of
gender equality directly to
research organisations in order
to increase dissemination of
results. In the conclusion, she
sustains that the gender equality
plans in the view of FP9 have to
be connected to a new kind of
science that includes a gender
dimension in research.
Barbara Leda Kenny, GenisLab
She starts saying that she hope
that in FP9 gender equality
projects will be further financed
and implemented. She also
stressed the importance of
measure the impact of actions
through
indicators
both
quantitative and qualitative
to monitor advancement and
show concrete results. About
going beyond, she mentioned
the needs of connecting
different level of implementation
(national level, regional level,
institutional level) to share
information
and
reinforce
individual gender equality plans.
Sometimes these different
level do not communicate. She
also stresses the importance
of including the presence of
action plans in organisations as
a binding element in accessing
funding: this could be key
to the engagement towards
gender equality from scientific
organisations.
At the end of the round table,
Isabelle Vernos gives the floor
to Viviane Willis-Mazzichi Head of Sector Gender, Unit B7
DG Research and Innovation,
European Commission, (EC).

Viviane starts saying that she
took notes of many suggestions
that came out. On gender
equality plans as such, she says
there is a growing attention to
them in research organisations
and universities. They require
many talents and those involved
in gender equality plans are not
sufficiently rewarded in their
careers and this is an extremely
important point to take care
of. She hopes there will be the
possibilities to enlarge synergies
and to tackle these issues.
On the point that was raised
on learning on experience,
European Commission did a lot.
For example, they worked with
EIGE for the GEAR tool that
will be constantly updated with
new examples and to increase
dissemination the tool will be
translated in all EU languages.
EC also is planning to organise
a meeting with coordinator
of all gender equality plans to
increase dissemination and
sharing different experiences.
EC also adapted the call of
proposals on the main results
and suggestions coming from
previous experiences. Of course
more has to be done, but
gender equality plans are the
key tool for advancing gender
equality in the research area.
The council adopted already
conclusions on gender equality
in the research area and they
are now planning to take stock
of the implementation of the
council conclusions next year
not only from the point of view
of EC but also from the point of
view of Member States. This is
a sort of road map that would
keep up the visibility of these
issues at the council level. The
European Parliament is also
interested in gender equality
in research especially through
the FEMM Committee and this
is very important from a policy
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point of view.
With regard to the work
programme of Horizon 2020 in
the next years, they will continue
the attention on gender equality
plans but adapting the calls on
what has been learned. This year
the topic was on networking
(projects are now under
selection); for the next year they
are planning to launch an expert
group on gender innovation
projects with the aim to collect
projects, case studies from the
member states and beyond and
also from projects financed by
Horizon 2020 in other societal
challenges. This will make visible
the projects with the integration
of gender dimension. They
have also the idea of creating a
Gender Academy to train the
trainers because this is a crucial
issue because there is a need of
training materials and trainers.
They are also planning to link
the gender equality plans to a
certification system even if this
is a big challenge to conciliate
at European level different
systems already in place.
Next year they will prepare
the ERA progress report with
a chapter on gender equality
building on what member states
are doing.
The Commission is in a listening
mood for the preparation of
the FP9.
She ends her speech thanking all.
Tiziana Zannini, Executive of
the Italian Department for Equal
Opportunities, concluded the
Conference.

